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Conclusions
Preamble
The European Coilllcil commemorated the 25th anniversary of the signing of the
Treaty of Rome, recalling the importance of the contribution made by the European Community over a quarter of a century to the achievement of the objectives of economic and social progress in the member countries. It emphasized
the importance of the progress made towards union despite the world~wide

economic difficulties of the last decade.
The European Council confirmed its intention of continuing alongtbe road
towards greater economic integration.

The European Council devoted most of its meeting to discussing the economic and
social situation on the basis of the report from the Commission.
The world economy was in a state of major structural crisis which was affecting every country. This crisis could be overcome only if all governments took:
the necessary measures with the support of all economic and social circles.

Although the specific characteristics of the situation in each Member State
might call for varying policies and solutions to combat the economic crisis, all
the Community countries were faced with the same risks and bad the same interestin combating unemployment and restoring economic growth while pre-

serving monetary stability and ensuring the competitiveness of their economies.
The European Council noted. signs of an improvement in the short- term for 1982.
However, a slight recovery was insufficient to arrest the growth of unemployment, the high level of which, more particularly among young people, was
creating an intolerable situation; moreover, that recovery could not on its own
resolve the Community s fundamental structl.U'al problems, in particular an excessively high average rate of inflation , insufficient productive investment and
a degree of energy dependence which was still too great.
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The Emopean Council considered a series of practical complementary
measures to be necessary.

Pol ides

within the CormlHlnity
The Council emphasi:r..ed the need for a coordinated policy to promote investment

and to combat unemployment
Such concerted action should be accompar.ied by intensified efforts to control
the evolution or all production costs. Stress should be laid more On private and
public productive investment It was essential laws cormection that both sides
or industry contribute to the ac!:Jevement of \:hose objectives.
As regards investment, the European Co\IDcil expressed its concern at the level
\:he future,

of productive investment in Europe, especiaIJy ill the industries of
which was sjjll too low in relation to its GDP. It therefore agreed on the need
each as
for the Community and each Member State to take, as from this year, .
steps
or
initiatives
to
COflcel'OOa.
all
aI)propriate
far as it was individuaJ1y
reverse this !rend.

In this connection , it confirmed the impo.rt&"1Ce

it att:i.buted to the

lowering of

instruments for
interest rates and the strengthening Qf IDe Commv.nity lending
particularly
in
the
fields
of
energy
and
industrial and
investH10:G.t,
the bereftt of
agdAoodstuffu

requested the Commission to maJ.,e any proposals it
deemed Hsenl! and the Counci) to adopt the meaDS &..nd procedures for attaining

':fbe European
these objectives.

A first report on the practical measures taken on the basis of these guidelilles
would be drawn up for !he European Council meeting in June.

The European Council stressed the importance of nmintaining and developing the
Commwrity s internal market, wh.i.ch, also as a consequence of a more active
external pohcy, gave it a continent;;;J dimension cornparible to that of any of
the main economic wilts of the 'world.. Tb.at dimepsion made it possible to deve-

lop Community industria! strategies and fonnuIate a technology and innovation
policy.
The services sector was felt to be of particular importance in this connection.

The industrial, energy and research policies and the agricultural policy we~
amongst those where the Community dimension could make the greatest CO11111'bution.

The European Council asked the Council , in all its compositions, to reinforce
those policies on \:he basis of Commission proposal...
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A report on the follow-up to these guidelines would be drawn up for the meeting of the European Council at the end of the year.
As regards employment, the Council recognized. that , in addition to increased efforts to foster productive investment and control production costs, the gravity
of the unemployment situation called. for specific quick:-acting measures.

In order to contribute to the progressive definition of a European social policy,
the Member States would take measures concerning more particularly the vocational training of young people,
As a first step, the Member States would . strive to ensure over the next five
years that all young persons entering the labour market for the first time would
receive vocational training Or initial work experience within the framework: of
special youth schemes or contracts of employment; the Council was requested
to report back to the European Council at its meeting at the end of the year on
the decisions and measures adopted to this end, both by the Member States and
at Community level. For this purpose a special meeting of the Council would
study the specific measures to be taken to promote employment. The Member
States would consult each other on their national measures for the adaptation of
worlcing time.

The European Council noted that the European Monetary System had operated
satisfactorily in its first three years. Action should now be taken to give fresh
momentum to the system by strengthening economic convergence, the EMS
mechanisms, the role of the ECU and monetary cooperation between the
Community and third colIDtries. It asked the Council (Economic and Financial
Affairs) to report back.

Intenmtimml economic policy
The European ColIDcillook:ed to the Versailles summit at the beginning of June

to institute increased. cooperation between the major industrial partners, aimed
particularly at encouraging a reduction in interest rates, making exchange rates
less volatile and strengthening North- South relations. 'This cooperation must be
based. on a joint definition of the obligations incumbent upon each party. The
Community was ready to make its contribution to such cooperation and would
submit proposals on the matter.
10. The

persistence of high real interest rates on the international financial markets,
combined with the inadequacy of economic activity and the low level of overall demand, was leading to a significant reduction in productive investment and
a further worsening of unemployment since, because of the considerable
squeeze on ilieir liquidity and profits, undertakings were reducing their invest~
ments and staffing levels. 'This development was particularly disturbing at a
time when the adjustment of industrial structures, following the oil price rises
and the need to deal with unemployment, called for an increase in ilie part
played by investment in overall demand.
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fligh interest rates also greatly increased !he cost of servicing Ihe public debt in
many industrialized countries and developing countries.

11.

of

Fluctuations in exchange rates not justified by the basic facts

Ihe economy

added a fu.rther element of uncertainty and were affecting international trade.

The coordination of the major industrial countries ' exchange-market policies in
order to avoid uncontrolled fluctuations in price levels continued to be a matter
of urgency.

Japan to open its market and integrate it more fully into
international trade. Japan should follow an economic, commercial and exchange policy which was more compatible wim the balance of responsibilities
to be borne by Ihe whole oflhe industrialized world. thereby contributing to

12. The Commu.mty urged

economic recovery.

intended to persevere in a policy of active cooperation for the benefit of the developing countries and would like to see the North- South dialogue
resumed without delay. The European Council pointed out that the countries of
Eastern Emope also had responsibilities in this context.

l3. The Council

Condusions
of European countries
Emopean Council stressed tt'1at the economic recovery
on internal action and external factors which the Community should
contribute to controlling more effectively within the framework of increased
and better-organized international cooperation. To this end, the strengthening
of European lmity by greater. convergence of econonlic policies within the
Community arId better coordination of economic recovery measures would be
likely to stteng'then the Conmmnity s international role.

14. The

depended

At it') meeting at the eoo of the year , the European Council wOJJld
initial review of me implementation

of

undertake an

which it had just decided

the mea.':!lli."CS

on and would work out new guidelines.

Ma~1 date of 30 IVlay
1 he European Council heard a report from M.r Tindemans on the progress of me work: of the
Coune :1 (Ivliniste!'S for Foreign Affairs) onlhe marHiate.

1 he European Council asked the Council of Ministers (F.oreign Affairs) to do all in their
power to enable decisions to be taken as soon a.':! possible.
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l\1emorandum from the Greek Government
The European Council noted a statement by the Greek Prime Minister. 'The Commission
of

would make a study

the memorandum submitted by the Greek: Government and would report

back: to the Council.

Transatlantic relations
'The European Council discussed the state

of

transatlantic relations.

It emphasized the importance which it attaches to the links
of the Ten with the United States
and its willingness to develop further consultations between Europeans and Americans.

It valued the statement made by President Reagan on the occasion of the 25th anniversary
of Rome, in which the United States confirmed its wish to cooperate closely and on
the basis of partnership with a united Europe and in accordance with Europe s economic and political importance, and its role in the world
the Treaties

Eastm West

relations

The Heads of State and of Government noted that the situation in Poland continued to place a strain 01.1 East- West relations, and thus to affect the relations
of the Ten with Poland and the USSR, which bore a clear responsibility in this
situation.
The Ten recalled their earlier statements on the grave consequences of the present situation in Poland for security and cooperation in Europe, and for EastWest relations as a whole. They renewed their call to the Polish authorities
with the minimum delay to end the State of martial law , release those arrested
and resume a genuine dialogue with the Church and Solidarity.
The Ten also noted with concern the recent statements

of

the Polish authorities

detainees from the country. The Ten
rejected any attempt to place pressure on those concerned They would
interpret such a policy as a further deterioration of the situation in Poland,
on the possibility

and a grave breach

of

the departure

of

of

fundamental human rights.

on the section of thefust sentwhich indicates that the Polish situation a-ffects the relations of the Ten
the
USSR.)

('The Greek: delegation has reserved its position
eilce
with

The Heads of State and of Government reviewed the state of economic relations
of Eastern Europe, particularly in the
light
of the significant role played by Community trade with these countries.

between their own countries and those
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They recognized !he rok which economic and commerd. a! contacts and cooperation have played in the stabilization and the development of East- West relaon the basis of a genuine
tions a.'J a whole and which they "rish to see continued
mutual interest They discussed the basis on which East-West economic and
commercial relat:i.mls had been conducted.
The Heads of Stare and of Govern/II. eat agreed that these questions, including
the impOltant and related question of credit policy, should be the subject

careful study by the European Community arid by their own and other govern-

ments, both nationally and intern.au. Dnally and in close consultation with other
members of the OECD.

(The Greek delegation has resefVed its position on the section of Ibis text beginOECD'
ning ' They discussed. .' and ending ' ... other members of the
The European Council regretted that violations of the principles

of

the Helsinki

Final Act, of which the repression in Poland constitutes a particularly grave
element, had not omy prevented the Madrid mf"..eting from achieving positive
results, but also put at risk the entire CSCE process.
of the Madrid meeting was necessary to preserve
it noted that the adjournment
the CSCE pw,cess, to which the Ten remained fully committed. The objective
remained the adoption of a substantial and balanced final dowment

The Ten expressed the hope that, when the Madrid meeting resumed in November, the prevailing circumstances would be more conducive to the achievement
of a positive outcome.

Afghanistan
With the recent International Day of Afghanistan in mind, the European Council considers it
of that COUD.try, now in its third year ofmiliof the

right to draw particular attention to the tragic situation

tacy occupation. The Soviet expedil ionary force has recently been strengthened; repression

civiHan population continues without respite; and every d.ay adds to the total of refugees, who already D.1.!!nber some three million , or one in live of the popuiation.

In the view of the European Council , it is more necessary th~..n ever to hasten the search for a

political solution to the Afghanistan problem. This can poly be on the basis of the complete
withalignment of
drawal of the Soviet troops and respect for the independence, sovereignly and nonAfghanistan. The Council strong!.y reaffirms fue position t.ak.en by the European Councils of
Llixemoolli"g and London, and Ibe d.esi.:re of the Ten to contribute up to the limit of their powers
to an acceptable settlement. It denounces the negative attitude of the Soviet Union in rejecting
successively the proposals made by the Ten, the Non- Aligned Movement, the Islamic Conference
and the General Assembly of the United Nations.
The Council welcomes the nomination by the Secretary- General of the United Nations of a
personal representative for the Mghan question, and hopes that this initiative will contribute to a
General Assembly.
solution jn accorda..'1ce with the principles of Hw. resolutions adopted by the
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Middle East
The European Council discussed developments in the Middle East
Deeply concerned by the grave events taking place in the West Bank, the European Council
appealed urgently for an end to the dangerous cycle of violence and repression. It particularly denounced measures imposed on the Palestinian population such as the dismissal of democraticallyelected mayors by the Israeli authorities, as well as the violations of the liberties and rights
of the
inhabitants of these territories which followed the measures taken by Israel with regard to the
Golan Heights, and which could only damage the prospects for peace.
Concerned at the continuing clashes in the Lebanon, the European Council urged all the
p:lIties involved to renounce lire use of force and to assure conditions for the respect of the full
S( .vereignty and territorial integrity of the country.

It furthetmore reaffirmed the wish of the Ten, expressed on many occasions, to contribute to
the achievement of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East.
The participation of four Member States of the European Community in the Multinational
of the forthcoming
C( mpletion, on 25 April, of the Israeli withdrawal from Sinai.

F-)rce and Observers in Sinai (MFO) was a positive contribution in the context

(entral America
The European Council discussed the situation in Central America. It expressed serious
c( .ncern at the continued growth of tensions in the region. It welcomed with interest any initiative
li;cely to put an end to violence and lead, through dialogue and respect for democratic norms and
f(. r human rights, to the restoration of peace in the region , while safeguarding national sovereignty
and the wishes of the people. In this context it noted with interest the proposals made by a number
of countries in the region.

Noting that the tensions and conflicts ravaging Central America frequently stemmed from the
grave economic problems and social inequalities which bad been aggravated by world economic
C( ,nditions to the detriment
of the poorest countries, the European Council believed that the mternathnal community could not remain indifferent to these evils. It welcomed. the efforts currently
bdng exerted to remedy them. and particularly hopes that the initiative of the Nassau group will
c( .ntributc to this in accordance with the principles set out above.

The Community and its Member States too had, in the past, provided substantial assistance to
the region.
The European Council however agreed that the aid given by the Member States of the
C )mmunity and by the Community itself for development in Central America and the Caribbean
sl ould be coordinated and increased within the limits of their possibilities.
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Ti:le European Council instructed the Foreign Miruste.!'S to work out detailed arrangements for

the provision of Community aid on the basis of proposals by the Commission.

Turkey
The European Council heard the report of !he President of the Council of Ministers, Mr Leo
Timdemans, on the execution of the mandate given to him by the Ten on 23 February.
It expressed its appreciation for the way in which this task had been carried out.

Me Leo Tindemans had impressed upon the Turkish Govemment the serious concern of the
Ten with regaro to human rights in Tmkey, and had emphasized the need fOf that country to return
as soon as possible to a democratic regime, which presupposes in particular the release of those
arrested for their views or for trade union activities, and the ending of martial law.

His interlocutors had assured him of the country s retUrn to democracy within two years at
the most According to their declarations the referendum on the approval of a democratic constitution would take place in November 1982 and the general elections in autumn 1983 or, at the latest,
in spring 1984.
The European Council trusts that Mr Leo Tindeman s visit will prove to have contributed to
the acru.cvement of its objectives, to which the Ten attach essential importance.
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European Council in Brussels
1. The European Council met in Brus-

sels on 29 and 30 March with Mr Wilfried
Martens , Prime

Minister of Belgium and

President of the Council , in the chair.

T~o ~n . and Mr Ortoli represented the CommiSSion.
Before the meeting, a

ceremony was held to

Community issues: the Presidency

conclusions
1.3. 5. At

the end of the European Council

the Presidency issued the following statement
on policies within the Community, international economic policy, the May mandate
and the Greek Government s memorandum.

commemorate the 25 th

anniversary of the
signing of the Treati~s of Rome. After the

ceremony, which took place in the Palais des

Preamble

Academies in the presence of His Majesty

1. The European Council commemorated the
25th anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of
Rome , recalling the importance of the contribu"

King Baudouin

the Foreign Ministers

signed the Treaty establishing the European
Foundation , which is to be based in Paris.2

1.3.2. As usual , much of

this first Euro-

pean Council of the year was devoted to discussion of the economic and social situation
and preparations for the Western Summit
that is to take place at Versailles from 4 to 6
June.
In an introductory statement the President of
the Commission pointed to three particularly
worrying features of the economic situation
the widening divergence of national economic trends , the growth of unemployment

and the failure to invest-and suggested

a

number of measures at national and Community level to combat the recession. 3 Also

on the agenda were Community- US relations
and a memorandum from the Greek Government on its relations with the Community.

tiob made by the European Community over a

quarter ofa century to the achievement of the objectives of economic and social progress in the

member countries. It emphasized the importance
of the progress made towards union despite the

world-wide economic difficulties of the last

decade.

The European Council confirmed its intention of
continuing along the road towards greater
economic integration.
2. The

European Councildev~tedmost of its

meeting to discussing the economic and social
situation on the basis of the report from the

Commission.

The world economy was in a state of major structural crisis which was affecting every country.
This crisis could be overCome only if aU governments took the necessary measures with the support of aU economic and social circles.
Although the specific

characteristics of the situa-

tion in each Member State might call for varying

policies and solutions to combat

the economic

1.3.3. The European Council

referred only

crisis , aU the Community countries were faced

briefly to outstanding issues

in connection

combating unemployment and restoring economic
growth while preserving monetary stability and
ensuring the competitiveness of their economies.

with work on the May mandate , since on 23
March the Council (foreign affairs) had
studied the compromise proposals put forward by the President of the Council and the
President of the Commission and agreed to
discuss them further at a meeting

originally

scheduled for 3 April but then postponed.

with the same risks and had the same interest in

3. The European Council noted signs of an im-

provementin the short term for 1982. However
a slight recovery was insufficient to arrest the
growth of unemployment, the high level of which

more particularly among young people ,

was

creating an intolerable situation; moreover, that

1.3.4. The 10 Heads of State or Government reviewed all the major international issues , and expressed concern about developments in East- West relations , Afghanistan
the Middle East , Latin America and Turkey.
Bull. EC 3"1982

Points 1.1.1 to 1.1.7.
Points 1.2. 1 to 1.2.3.
Point 2. 1.38.
Point 3.4.
Point 2. 1.1.

European Council

recavery cauld nat an its awn resalve the Cammunity s fundamental structural prablems , in particular an exc.essively high average rate .of inna"
tian , insufficient productive investment and a de"

gree .of . energy dependence which was still taa

great.

energy and research palicies and
the agricultural palicy were amangst thase where
the Cammunity dimensian cauld make the greatest cantributian.

The industrial ,

The Eurapean Cauncil asked the Cauncil ,

in aU

its campasitians , ta reinfarce thase palicies an the

. The Eurapean Cauncil cansidered a series .of
practical camplementary measures to be neces-

basis .of Cammissian prapasals.

sary.

waul be drawn up far the meeting .of the Eura-

A repart an the

faUaw-up

ta these guidelines

pean Cauncil at the end .of the year.

7. As regards emplayment , the Cauncil
nized that, in additian ta increased effarts

Policies within the Community
4. The Cauncil emphasized the need far a caar-

dinated palicy ta promate investment and ta
cambat unemplayment.

Such cancerted actian shauld be accampanied by
intensified effarts ta cantrol the evalutian .of aU
praductian casts. Stress shauld be laid mare an
private and public praductive investment. It was
essential in this cannectian that bath sides .of industry cantribute ta the

achievement .of thase .ob-

jectives.
5. As regards investment, the Eurapean Cauncil
expressed its cancern at the level .of praductive investment in Europe, especially in the industries .of

the future, which was still taa law in relatian ta
its GDP , It therefare agreed an the need far the
Cammunity and each Member State ta take , as
fram this year , each as far as it was individually
cancerned , aU apprapriate steps .or initiatives ta
reverse this trend.

In this cannectian , it canfirmed the impartance it
attributed ta the lawering .of interest rates and the

recagta

fas-

ter praductive investment and cantral praductian
casts , the gravity .of the unemplayment situatian
caUed far specific quick-acting measures.
In .order ta cantribute ta the pragressive definitian . af a Eurapean sacial palicy, the Member

States wauld take measures cancerning mare particularly the vacatianal training .of yaung peaple.
As a first step, the Member States wauld strive ta
enSUre over the next five years that aU yaung persans entering the labaur market far the first time
wauld receive vocatianal training .or initial wark
experience within the framework .of special yauth
schemes .or cantracts .of emplayment; the Cauncil
was requested ta repart back ta the Eurapean
Cauncil at its meeting at the end .of the year an
the decisians and measures adapted ta this end,

bath by the Member States and at Cammunity

level. Far this purpase a special meeting .of the

Cauncil would study the specific mea:;ures ta be
taken ta pramate emplayment. Tl:te Member
States wauld cansult each ather an their natianal
measures far the adaptation .of warking time.

strengthening .of the Cammunity lending instruments far the benefit .of investment, particularly

8. The European Cauncil nated that the Euro-

fields .of energy and industrial and agrifaadstufff develapment.

in its first three years. Actian shauld naw be

in the

The Eurapean Council requested the Cammission
ta make any proposals it deemed useful and the

Council ta adapt the means and procedures for
attaining these objectives.

A first report on the practical measures taken on

pean Manetary System had

.operated satisfactarily

taken ta give fresh mamentum to the system by
strengthening ecanamic canvergence , the EMS
mechanisms , the role .of the ECU and manetary
caaperation between the Cammunity and third
cauntries. It asked the Cauncil (ecanamic and financial affairs) ta repart back.

the basis of these guidelines would be drawn up

for the European Council meeting in June.
6. The

Eurapean Cauncil stressed

the import-

ance of maintaining and develaping the Cammunity s internal market, which, also as a cansequ.

ence of a mare active external palicy, gave it a

continental dimensian camparable to that .of any
of the main ecanamic units of the world. That di-

mension made it passible ta develap Cammunity
industrial strategies and formulate a technalogy
and innovatian palicy.

The services sector was felt to be .of particular impartance in this connectian.

International economic policy
9. The Eurapean Council laaked ta the Versail-

les Summit at the beginning of June ta institute
increased caaperati.on between the majar industrial partners , aimed particularly at encauraging a
reductian in interest rates , making exchange rates
less valatile and strengthening Narth-Sauth rela-

tians. This caaperatian must be based on a joint
definitian .of the abligatians incumbent upan each
party. The Cammunity was ready ta make its
cantributian ta such caaperation and wauld submit prapasals an the matter.
Bull. EC 3- 1982

European Council

10. The persistence of high real interest rates on
markets , combined

of the implementation of the measures which

with the inadequacy of economic activity and the
low level of overall demand , was leading to a sig.
nificant reduction in productive investment and a
further worsening of unemployment since , because of the considerable squeeze on their liquidity and profits, undertakings were reducing their
investments and staffing levels. This development
was particularly disturbing at a time when the adjustment of industrial structures , following the oil
price rises and the need to deal with unemploy.
ment , called for an increase in the part played
investment in overall demand.
High interest rates also greatly increased the cost

guidelines.

the international financial

of servicing the public debt in many industrialized
countries and developing countries.

11. Fluctuations in exchange rates not justified

by the basic facts of the economy added a further
element of uncertainty and were affecting international trade.

The coordination of the major industrial coun-

had just decided on and would work out new
Mandate of 30 may

The European Council heard a report from Mr
Tindemans on the progress of the work of the
Council (Ministers for Foreign Affairs) on the
mandate.

The European Council asked the Council of

Ministers (fort;ign affairs) to do all in their power
to enable decisions to be taken as soon as poss-

ible.

Memorandum from the Greek Government
The European Council noted a statement by the
Greek Prime Minister. The Commission would
make a study of the memorandum submitted by
the Greek Government and would report back to
the Council.'

tries ' exchange-market policies in order to avoid

uncontrolled fluctuations in price levels continued
to be a matter of urgency.

Political cooperation

12. The Community urged japan to open its

1.3. 6. The European Council discussed the

integrate it more fully into international trade. japan should follow an economic

international political situation , with particu-

commercial and exchange policy which was more
compatible with the balance of responsibilities to
be borne by the whole of the industrialized
world , thereby contributing to economic recovery.

West relations ,

market and

13. The Council intended to persevere in a policy of active cooperation for the benefit of the

developing countries and would like to see the
North- South Dialogue resumed without delay.
The European Council pointed out that the countries of Eastern Europe also had responsibilities in

this context.

lar reference to transatlantic relations , East-

Afghanistan , the Middle

East, Central America and Turkey.

Transatlantic relations

The European Council discussed

the state of

transatlantic relations.

It emphasized the importance which it attaches to
the links of the Ten with the United States and its
willingness to develop further consultations between Europeans and Americans.

It valued the statement made by President Reagan

Conclusions

on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of the

14. The European Council stressed

that the
countries de-

economic recovery of European
pended on internal action and external

factors

which the Community should contribute to controlling more effectively within the framework of
increased and better-organized international coop-

Treaties of Rome, in which the United States con-

firmed its wish to cooperate closely and on the
basis of partnership with a united Europe and in

accordance with Europe's economic and political
importance , and its role in the world.

eration. To this end , the strengthening of European unity by greater convergence of economic

East-West relations

policies within the Community and better coordi-

1. The Heads of State and of Government noted
that the situation in Poland continued to place a

nation of economic recovery measures would be

likely to strengthen the Community s internation-

, and thus to affect
Ten with Poland and the

al role.

strain on East- West relations
relations of the

At its meeting at the end of the year ,

USSR, which bore a clear responsibility in this

the European Council would undertake an initial review

BulL EC 3- 1982

the

situation.

European CounCil

The Ten expressed the hope that, when the Mad-

The Ten recalled their earlier statements on the

rid meeting resumed in November:, the

grave consequences of the present situation in Poland for security and cooperation in Europe, and
for East-West

prevailing

circumstances would be more conducive to the
achievement of a positive outcome.

relations as a whole. They r:enewed

their call to the Polish authorities with the
minimum delay to end the state of martial law,
release those arrested and resume a genuine dialo-

gue with the Church and Solidarity.

The Ten also noted with concern the recent statements of the Polish authorities on the possibility

. of detainees from the country.

of the departure
The Ten rejeCted any attempt to place pressure on

those concerned. They would interpret such a
policy as a further deterioration of the situation

in Poland, and a grave breach of fundamental

human rights.

(The Greek delegation has reserved its position on

the section of the first sentence which indicates
that the Polish situation

affects the relations of

the Ten with the USSR.
2. The Heads of State and of Government re-

viewed the state of economic relations between
their own countries and those of Eastern Europe,
particularly in the light of the significant role

played by Community trade with these countries.

They recognized

the role which economic and

Afghanistan
With tQe recent International Day of Afghanistan
in mind, the European Council considers it right
to' draw particular attention to die tragic situation
of that country, now in its third year of military

occupation. The Soviet expeditionary. force has
recently been strengthened; repression of the civilian population continues without respite; and every day adds to the total of refugees , who already
number some three million, or one in five of the
population.
more
In the view of the European Council , it is
necessary than ever to hasten the search for a
political solution to the Afghanistan problem.
This can only be on the basis of the complete

hhdrawal of the Soviet troops and respect for

the independence, sovereignty and non-alignment
of Afghanistan. "".fhe Council strongly reaffirms
the position taken by the European Councils of
Luxembourg and London, and the desire of the

Ten to contribute up to the limit of their powers

commercial contacts and cooperation have played
in the stabilization and the development of EastWest relations as a whole and which. they wish to

acceptable settlement. It denounces the
negative attitude of the Soviet Union in rejecting
successively the proposals made by the Ten , the
Non- Aligned Movement, the Islamic Conference

see continue on the basis of a genuine mutual in"

and the General Assembly of the United Nations.

terest. They discussed the basis on which EastWest economic and commercial relations had

to an

The Council welcomes the nomination by the Sec-

been conducted.

retary- General of the United Nations of a person, and
al representative for the Afghan question

The Heads of State and of Government agreed

hopes that this initiative will

that these questions, including the important and

tion in accordance with the

related question of credit policy, should be the
subject of careful study by the European Community and by their own and other governments,

both nationally and internationally and in close
consultation with other members of the OECD.

Middle East

(The Greek delegation has reserved its position on
the section of this text beginning ' They discussed.. : and ending ' ... other members of the

the Middle East.

OECD'
3. The European Council regretted that violations of the principles of the Helsinki Final Act
of which the repression in Poland constitutes a

particularly grave element , had not only

pre-

vented the Madrid meeting from achieving posiCSCE
tive results , but also put at risk the entire
process.

contribute to a solu-

principles of the resolutions adopted by the General Assembly.

The European Council discussed developments in
Deeply concerned by the grave events taking

place in the West Bank, the European Council ap-

pealed urgently for an end to the dangerous cycle
repression. It particularly de-

of violence and
nounced meaSures

imposed on the Palestinian

population such as the dismissal of democratically-elected mayors by the Israeli authorities, as
well as the violations of the liberties and rights of
the inhabitants of these territories which followed
the measures taken by Israel with regard to the

Golan Heights, and which . could only damage the

It noted that the adjournment of the Madrid

prospects for peace.

meeting was necessary to preserve the CSCE process, to which the Ten remained fully committed.
The objective remained the adoption of a substantial and balanced final document.

Concerned at the continuing clashes in the Lebanon , the European Council urged all the parties
involved to renounce the use of force and to asBull. EC 3- 1982

European Council

sure conditions

for the respect of the full
of the

It expressed its appreciation for the way in which

country.
It furthermore reaffirmed the wish of the Ten , expressed on many occasions , to contribute to the

upon the
Turkislr Government the serious concern of the
Ten with regard to human rights in Turkey, and
had emphasized the need for that country to return as soon as possible to a democratic regime,

sovett:ignty and territorial integrity

achievement of a

just and lasting peace in the

Middle East.

The participation of four Member States of the
European Cornmunity in the Multinational Force
and Observers in Sinai (MFO) was a positive contribution in the context of the forthcoming completion, on 25 April, of the Israeli withdrawal
from Sinai.

this task had been carried out.
Mr Leo Tindemans had impressed

which presupposes

in particular the release of

those arrested for their views or for trade union
activities , and the ending of rnartiallaw.
His interlocutors had assured him of the country s return to democracy within two years at the
most. According to their declarations the referendum on the approval of a democratic constitution

Central America
The European Council discussed the situation in

Central America. It expressed serious concern at
the continued growth of tensions in the region. It
welcomed with interest any initiative likely to put
an end to violence and lead , through dialogue
and respect for democratic norms and for h'uman

would take place in November 1982 , and the
general elections in autumn 1983 or , at the latest,
in spring 1984.
The European Council trusts that Mr Leo Tindeman s visit will prove to have contributed to the
achievement of its objectives , to which the Ten

attach essential importance:

rights , to the restoration of peace in the region
while safeguarding national sovereignty and the

wishes of the people. In this context it noted with
interest the proposals made by a number of countries in the region.

Statements and comments

Noting that the tensions and conflicts ravaging

1.3. 7. When the European Council meeting
ended on 30 March , the President of the

Central America frequently stemmed from the

Commission and the President of the Coun-

grav e economic problems and

cil held their usual press conference and the

which had been aggravated

social inequalities

by world economic

conditions to the detriment of the poorest coun-

tries, the European Council believed that the international community could not remain indiffe-

Heads of State

or

Government issued sepa-

rate statements.

Mr Thorn and Mr Martens expressed satis-

welcomed the efforts currently being exerted to remedy them , and particu-

faction that specific

larly hopes that the initiative of the Nassau group

there had been a general willingness to press

rent to these evils. It

will contribute to this in accorda nce

with the

principles set out above.
The Community and its Member States tOo had
in the past , provided susbstantial assistance to the
region.
The European Council however agreed that the
aid given by the Member States of the Cornmunity and by the Community itself for development

in Central America and the Caribbean
coordinated and increased

should be

within the limits of

their possibilities.

The European Council instructed

the Foreign

Ministers to work out detailed arrangements for
the provision of Community aid on the basis of
proposals by the Commission.

ahead with the EMS , though not as fast as
they had hoped.
Mr Thorn f91t that despite the different situations and ~pproaches of the Member States
the fact that employment and investment
priorities had been identified . showed that

the Community was not resigned either to
unemployment or to dependence on im-

ported fuel. At international

level , and in

particular at the Versailles Summit, it would
be negotiating with a view to reducing its
economic dependence , reflected in interest
and exchange rates. Turning to unemployment, Mr Thorn considered it of prime 1mpOl.tance

Turkey
The European

employment and invest-

ment targets had been identified and that

Council heard the report of the

President of the Council of Ministers , Mr Leo

Tindemans , on the execution of the mandate

given to him by the Ten on 23 February.
BulL EC 3- 1982

that this had been regarded as a
moral and social problem rather than an
purely economic one , with unemployment

among the young of particular concern in
this regard.

Development of EMS

1.3. 8. With problems in connection with

and positions had seldom been so close. Mr

the May mandate still unresolved , the Heads
of State or Government confined themselves
to rather brief statements. They expressed
satisfaction with the main economic and sodal policy discussion. Chancellor Helmut

Giovanni Spadolini pointed to the commit-

Schmidt noted that although governments
analysed the issues in similar terms , they

were mainly concerned to .defend their own

interests. He cautioned against competitive
devaluations, and criticized some Member
States ' use of indexation. Mr Fran~ois Mitterrand , . on the other hand, judged that there
had been a real attempt to find a consensus,

4.

strengthen Community lending incommon stand against unemployment and inflation. With regard to wage indexation, he felt
that the differing situations of the Member
States precluded any single approach. Mrs
Margaret Thatcher agreed with her collea-

ment to

struments and the decision to take a

gues on the need to boost investment but
stressed that this involved cutting

tion ,

consumpacknow-

adding that in her view the

ledgment of this fact constituted one of the
main achievements of the meeting.

the

Further development of

European

Monetary System
Commission communication

gold and from the dollar s exchange rate
or~a less satisfactory solution~that a

After a searching discussion at its
1.4.
meeting on 15 February,! the Council noted

longer reference period be used to calculate
the average price of gold. In addition , the

that a number of measures could be taken in
four areas to develop the EMS further:
promoting private use of the ECU, improv-

rules governing use of the

1.

. ing the system s

mechanisms , reinfordng

moves towards convergence ,

and opening up

the EMS to countries outside the . Community. At the same time , it took note of the
Commission

use of theECU by the private sector under

sent to the

together with a draft

that measures should be put in hand to

intention to

put forward

meeting. The communication ,

Council resolution ,
undertaking.

and by raising the remuneration on net ECU
positions.
Second , steps should be taken to facilitate

more orderly conditions. To this end, the
Commission feels that a sort of ' ECU trade
mark' should be introduced to protect the
definition of the European currency unit and

specific proposals in time for its

Coundl on 10 March ,

ECU could be
amended by abolishing the acceptance limit

15 March

was in response to that

The ECU and the EMS mechanisms
1.4.2. The Commission takes the view that
progress could he made in respect of both

official and private use of the ECU.
First , the arrangements for issuing the ECU
through the European Monetary Coopera-

tion Fund (EMCF) and the conditionsgoverning its use could be improved.

For one thing, in order to remedy the erratic
and potentially inflationary way in which

ECU have been created , the Commission
proposes either that the volume of ECU issued should be divorced from the price of

promote wider use of the ECU for private
transactions (deletion of those aspects of national rules and regulations that discriminate
against the ECU , restatement of the prindple
of free movement of ECU- denominated capi-

tal ,

etc.

Convergence
1.4.3. The EMS is designed

to contribute

policies in
conditions of stability. The Commission sug-

to the convergence of economic

gests a variety of ways in which this could

be done: the use of a set of indicators as an
aid in assessing the conduct of economic

policy by Member States ,

joint discussions

on monetary policy objectives and results,
Bull. EC 2- 1982, point 2. 1.2.
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